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PAYA BESAR, 11 January 2021 - The newly appointed Students’ Representative Council (MPP), 

Universiti Malaysia Pahang (UMP) for the 2021/2022 session is recommended to pay serious 

attention to the fostering of a culture of wisdom, prosperity, respect, and love. 

These can be implemented through various programmes and activities so that UMP continues to be 

harmonious with a conducive campus atmosphere for learning and unity. 

According to Professor Dato’ Ts. Dr Yuserrie Zainuddin who performs the functions of UMP Vice-

Chancellor, as MPP, they are able to express impactful leadership with decorum and etiquette, 

communication professionalism, and quality of work. 

“Leadership maturity characterised by diplomacy, conferences, and decency is appropriate to be 

appointed as the consistent character and credibility of the UMP MPP. 

“Interaction with the management through various consultation channels and professional and 

harmonious deliberation should be maintained. 
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“This is important to ensure that the MPP is seen as a body that truly represents students’ interests 

as a whole. 

“However, what is more important is the MPP’s ability to act as the students’ voice in a professional 

manner without being influenced by any negative sentiment either on or off campus. 

“These people will move in tandem with the management to preserve a prosperous and conducive 

campus climate within the framework of the UMP Strategic Plan 2021-2025 (UMP25),” he said at the 

MPP Appointment Presentation & Oath Taking Ceremony for the 2021/2022 Session at the Astaka 

Hall, UMP. 

Professor Dato’ Ts. Dr. Yuserrie also congratulated the student secretariat led by UMP Faculty of 

Industrial Management student Nurul Aina Jamaluddin and UMP College of Engineering (KKEJ) 

student Syafiq Ahmad Abdul Aleem as well as the team for the ability to manage the fully online 

MPP selection smoothly and orderly. 

At the event, the President of UMP MPP 2021/2022, Ahmad Fahmi Fazli led the event with 24 

delegates including Deputy President (Pekan), Saiyidatul Marsyitah Aisyah Suhaime, Deputy 

President (Gambang), Kaiyisah Khairah Hasri and Honorary Treasurer, Nur Amira Badri. 

For Ahmad Fahmi, the use of the new slogan ‘Student Solidarity’ is expected to skyrocket and raise 

the morale of students towards success. 

“This solidarity is the first step and not only focuses on equal standards but also on joint results that 

can deliver virtue. 

“In fact, with this solidarity, every student can give rise to strength and change,” he said. 

Also present in the ceremony were the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic & International), 

Professor Ts. Dr. Mohd Rosli Hainin and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research & Innovation), Professor 

Ts. Dr. Kamal Zuhairi Zamli, Chief Operating Officer/Registrar, Hazmin Aris and Dean of Student 

Development, Student Affairs & Alumni Department, Dr. Ahmad Johari Mohamad. 
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